TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

SEC. 10

1/4 COR. 10 11 T 2 N R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: A PROPORTIONED POINT
ESTABLISHED and SET by JOHN CARLISH in 1958, see MAP B-380.

CONDITION

FOUND: NO G.L.O. BTs FOUND

Fd Fair (Map B-380) 38" Spruce stump, scribing "1/4 S BT
visible bears N 88° E 43 26' 97."

Fd Fair (Map B-380) Hem. stump with location tag, No
visible scribing. bears S 36° E 71 47'.

Fd good (Map B-380) 1 1/2 x 30" IRON PIPE covered by
approx. 1 ft of loose dirt from nearby
wind fall stump. I replaced it with a C'SBC.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 1 1/2" x 30" IRON PIPE WITH A BRASS CAP
SET IN CONCRETE.
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NEW ACCESSORY:

* 8" Dia. HEMLOCK bears EAST 22 1/3 ft to face
Scribed "1/4 S 11 CS BT".

* 12" Dia. HEMLOCK bears S 3° W 15 40' to face
Scribed "1/4 S 10 CS BT".

COMMENTS: I replaced the Fd. I.P. with a C.S.B.C.
The corner lies approx. 200 ft East of road No. 9000,
approx. 50 ft South of a beaver pond and just East of an
old cat rd.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: TERRY JONES

DATE: 6/17/81

GALE ARTHUR

= County corner tag affixed.